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Introduction

Studies of the slowing down and capture of nega-
tive mesons in compounds and mixtures were first done
mdny years ago. The probability of initial capture into a
Bohr orbit cf the elements present is thought to ue pro-
portional to the number of electrons constituting each
atom. ' ' For p. mesons, this Fermi-Teller Z law is
reasonably well obeyed for the elements of higher atomic
number as determined from p. lifetime measurements.

Hildebrand and his collaborators found most of the |i
were absorbed by the neon suggesting a strong transfer
mechanism from the ji p atom to the neon.' •

In the case of ir mesons stopping in hydrogenous
materials, the hydrogen capture fraction can be measured
by looking for the ir° decay Y-rays since the charge ex-
change reaction at rest

- o
ir p — n n (i)

is strongly suppressed in all atoms with Z> i. It was
found in the earliest experiments(-*) that the ir meson
very rarely iir.eracts with the :'ree proton for stopping TT
in hydrocarbons. Extensive measurements were later
done by a Soviet groupW and gave, for example, the prob-
ability of capture on free (i. e., only chemically bound)
protons in C-jHtf. the value 1. 5 ± 0. 17%. In a mixture of
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gases not chemically bound, N, + H2, for example, the
hydrogen capture fraction was relatively much higher
although clear evidence for transfer of the meson to the
higher Z constituent was found. (•*) This transfer probabil-
ity is lower than was found for the ji case because of the
100 times shorter ir lifetime. In one experiment* '
studying H2/D2 liquid mixtures, transfer was even found
to occur from protons to deuterons for the case of a high
deuterium fraction (~ 45 atomic %). In this case, the
greater binding energy of the meson on the deuteron
comes completely from the reduced mass effect.

Study of Neutral Final States in pp Annihilations

Almost all the detailed studies that have been dene
to date on pp annihilations have used the final states with
<S lir ° even though for pp annihilations at rest, 62% of the
events do not belong to this restricted sample of final
states. The invention of the track sensitive target with a
neon-hydrogen region to convert the ir decay \-rays sur-
rounding the pure hydrogen target allows the multineutral
final states to be experimentally studied. Before the rea-
lization of this idea and before the operation of the large
bubble chambers that are needed for optimum use of this
technique, I thought that the pp experiment at rest could
perhaps be done in a propane bubble chamber. In order
for the experiment to be feasible however, it was neces-
sary fcr a reasonable fraction of the antiprotons to anni-
hilate on free protons and not be predominantly transferred
to the carbon as seems to happen for ir " mesons.

Fraction of p Annihilating ->n Free Protons in Propane

To answer this question, we did an experiment1

in which we stopped antiprotons in C,HQ in the Michigan-
Argonne heavy liquid bubble chamber. The chamber was
1 m in diameter, 60 cm deep and had a magnetic field of
46 kG. Fifty thousand pictures were taken resulting in
75, 000 p annihilating at rest. To make the experiment
simple, the groups from Argonne and Carnegie-Mellon



University (CMU) scanned for collinear two-prong events
looking for the reactions

pp -» IT IT

pp - K+K~

(0. 34 ± 0. 02)% ,

(0. i 1 ± 0. 009}% ,

(2)

(3)

which have the measured branching ratios relative to all
annihilations listed above. . If the reactions occurred on
protons bound in carbon, the Fermi motion would, in
general, destroy the collinearity of the tracks. We show
in Fig. 1 the collinearity and in Fig. 2 the momenta for
the events found in the scan. The residual carbon back-
ground satisfying the kinematic selections used for the
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Fig. 1

Histogram oi the square of the supplement
of the space angle between the outgoing nega-
tive and positive tracks for all candidates in
which both outgoing tracks had momenta
greater than 700 MeV/c.

free pp annihilation was estimated using an impulse model
Monte Carlo calculation.
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Fig. 2

Scatter plot of the momentum of the outgoing
negative track versus tnomentum of the out-
going positive track for all events with (180
space angle) less than 5 . The solid circles
represent events in which the supplement of
the space angle was less than 1 .

After selections, 28. 3 ± 7. 2ir+ir " and 8 ± 4 K+K~
events were used. A beam count on a small fraction of
the film was used to normalize the experiment. The re-
sult was that 11 ± 3% of the p stopping in C,Hg annihilated
on free protons. This number may be compared to the Z
law initial capture expectation of 8/3x6 + 8 = 31%, and the
ir result of 1. 5% for C_H.,.

/ lo

Large Me sonic Molecule Formation

To interpret the extensive ir capture measure-
ments made by the Soviet group, Ponomarev'"' introduced
the idea of mesonic molecule formation.. The initial



capture of the meson can occur in the molecular levels of
the whole system as well as in the electron orbits round
each individual nucleus. Since the proton is unique in hav-
ing only one electron and that acting in the valence bond,
only those mesons replacing the valence electrons can
possibly finally interact with the protons.

In a Z H molecule, this valence fraction is n/mZ
+ ri. Since the probability that the ir meson will cascade
down;to'an orbit round the pro* on rather than the nucleus •
Z is x Z" , one can write thi overall hydrogen capture
probability as:

a
•Of k - n • LA\

. W H , ~ Z m Z + n ' '• : . . - •••.&>•

where a is a constant which depends on the valence of the
Z atom or the period in the Mendeleev table. For hydro-
carbons. tViR ir results aive a, varying from 0. 8ft + 0. 12
for C^H^ to 1. 9 ± 0. 22 for C?H16 and CH2- Using an aver-
age value of i. 4 for a. predicts a probability of ir " capture
in C3Hg of 1. 2%.

This large mesonic molecule model successfully
accounts for all the ir data, but signally fails for antipro-
tons. The model ignors the question of the possible trans-
fer of the meson from the neutral ir p system to the higher
Z system. This transfer certainly occurs in mixtures as
previously discussed and could also occur in compounds.
As the meson cascades to the lower Bohr orbits round the
proton, the neutral ir p system becomes quite small, and
for mixtures this small neutral system can easily penetrate
the electron shells of the higher Z constituent and so be
transferred. For a large chemically-bound system, the
exact mechanism of transfer has not been seriously thought
through.

If we empirically allow for transfer, we can write
the hydrogen capture probability as



(5)

where A, is a new constant and P is the probability of ir
or p transfer from the proton to the Z nucleus. One can
reconcile the results of the p and ir experiments with
this extra parameter.

A Check Experiment:

In view of the order of magnitude difference in the
ir and p results, it is clearly of interest to see what hap-
pens when K are stopped in propane. The experiment
has been done independently by two different groups. The
CMu'°' group using the Michigan-Argonne bubble chamber
obtained WH (K*) (3. 2 i 0.4)%, whereas Brussels-
University ^ College London(lO) using the similar bubble
Lllaxuuci <̂ .t. V̂ -Î XVIM l l l c a s u i c u |-x* V x v* Tfju*

All these propane results may be reconciled using
the Eq. (5) and if we assume that transfer does not occur
for p, then we find that 84% of IT and 60% of K~ undergo
transfer during the cascading process. These numbers,
of course, are lower limits because we assume P(p) = 0.
It is interesting that the hydrogen capture probabilities
are in inverse proportion to the strength of the s-wave
(IT p, K p and pp) intei actions, which adds some plausi-
bility to the transfer idt a. One may also note in passing
that the hydrogen capture probabilities of 1. 2% ir ", 3. 6%
K and 11% p scale as the negative particle masses.

It would be interesting to make more extensive mea-
surements with p and K beams and counter techniques to
further investigate these ideas. The information obtained
would be complementary to x-ray data that also tells about
the atomic physics of these interesting systems.
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